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Bodet is a French family company founded in 1868. 
It has earned a reputation for its expertise in time management, building on its 
primary activity of tower clock restoration as Bodet Campanaire. 
Over the years, the company has expanded its time precision know-how to apply it 
to sports scoreboards, industrial clocks and sound systems, 
as well as time and attendance management. Thus, alongside Bodet Campanaire, 
the entities Bodet Sport, Bodet Time and Bodet Software were founded.

Bodet Sport draws on the strength of its subsidiary Time & Sport, which has some 
180 employees at its site in Trémentines (France), including a design office of 30 
people and an integrated production site.

Today, Bodet Sport offers 4 different product ranges to meet the needs of all sports 
facilities. Scoreboards of all sizes, for all sports and competitions. Video screens 
and cubes to display scores, intensify matches and display advertising messages. 
Software solutions to control screens at the touch of a finger. 
Touch screen consoles for easy score management!

Bodet Sport adapts to the needs of all facilities, from arenas to small gyms, and 
offers solutions that comply with international regulations.

Show your passion 
for sport
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   VIDEO SCREENS AND 
CUBES 
The perfect choice to thrill fans. 
More lively, more sensational, more spectacular, more 
visible: video screens and cubes are great tools to 
make matches more dynamic and to showcase match 
highlights.

   INTEGRATED VIDEO 
SCREENS 
More than just a scoreboard, 
it’s also an LED video screen. 
All in one: a scoreboard to display scores and other 
match data and a built-in video screen to show 
highlights and sponsor ads.

    STAND-ALONE SCREENS 
Perfectly suited to the budget of small clubs.  
Alone or in combination with a scoreboard, stand-alone 
screens can be adapted to any sport facility. They are 
a great choice for highlighting financial partners and 
generating advertising revenue.

   PERIMETER LED DISPLAYS 
Tailor-made and turnkey solutions. 
Perimeter LED panels display animated messages 
and sponsor advertisements across a few blocks 
or around the perimeter of a pitch.

One scoring solution to power one 
or multiple display boards.
Allows you to manage competition scores, 
customise and animate match events 
and display partner videos.

Explore our different control solutions: 
SCOREPAD, VIDEOSPORT and 
VIDEOMEDIA.

Video screens 
to enhance 
your matches
Every sports competition is a unique event.  
How can you use video screens to intensify the most exciting moments?
How can you use video displays to highlight sponsors and generate advertising revenue? 
These ever bigger, more impressive and better performing screens bring even more 
excitement to sport competitions!
Need advice? From arenas to small sport clubs, we have a solution to fit your needs.

CONTROL SOLUTIONS
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   SPECTACULAR 
To give fans a unique experience, take them closer to 
the action and build emotion in the stands.

    USER FRIENDLY 
Simultaneous control of one or more screens from 
the same computer, thanks to our VIDEOSPORT 
software and SCOREPAD console. 

    MODULAR 
Customised design to suit the needs of any facility 
regardless of size: wall-mounted or suspended, easy 
access from the front or rear, screen definition (pitch), 
etc.

    IMPACTFUL 
There is nothing more rewarding for sponsors than to 
see their names on a giant screen in front of a crowd of 
spectators.    PROFITABLE 
A guaranteed return on investment through sales of 
advertising space to sponsors and partners.

A video display 
worthy of your 
sport events
Broadcast the live match, spotlight players, replay 
highlights, showcase partners. 
To make the experience larger than life. At the heart of the action. In an arena or 
stadium.

VIDEO SCREEN 
(INDOOR/OUTDOOR) 

Customisable dimensions.

VIDEO CUBE 
(INDOOR) 
4 giant screens, 
for a 360° display.

SCOREPAD
To manage scoring.  
Did someone score? 
It will display as soon 
as you record the point.

VIDEOSPORT
To customise the score 
display, replay match 
highlights and 
promote sponsors.
More info? 
Find these solutions on pp. 8-9

VIDEO SCREENS
AND CUBES

CONTROL
SOLUTIONS:
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Add-on products:

XXL FORMAT
FOR EVEN MORE
EMOTION!

BT6008 24-second 
possession display

See more products:

LED backboard lightingPerimeter LED 
displays
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   COMPREHENSIVE 
These 2-in-1 displays show match information on the 
scoreboard and play video highlights and 
adverts on the screen.

    CAPTIVATING 
Fans stare at the scoreboard to monitor match 
information and see the advertisements at the same 
time. Guaranteed visibility for advertisers! A powerful 
argument for recruiting sponsors.

    CUSTOMISABLE 
You can choose from several models, depending on 
the match details you want to show: team names, 
player names, points per player, penalties, etc.

    PROFESSIONAL 
Used at the highest professional levels of 
team sports (handball, basketball, etc.). 
Displays comply with the regulations of international 
sport federations.

    INTUITIVE 
Pair with SCOREPAD and VIDEOSPORT 
for easy, self-contained management of match 
information and advertising.

Make matches even more 
dynamic with video
Keeping an eye on the score is good. Reliving match highlights
is better. The video screen is built into the centre of the board to play match 
highlights and advertising content. To guarantee exposure for your sponsors.

SCOREBOARD WITH VIDEO SCREEN 
(INDOOR) 

Available for a wide range of Bodet scoreboards.

INTEGRATED VIDEO
SCREENS

SCOREPAD
To manage scoring.  
A customisable plug & play 
solution with a touchscreen.

VIDEOSPORT
Intuitive and effective. 
Displays scores and highlights and 
showcases advertisers.

More info? 
Find these solutions on pp. 8-9

CONTROL
SOLUTION:
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SCORES
PLUS
DYNAMIC CONTENT.

Add-on products:

8006 possession 
display

Game clock repeater

See more products:

Possession arrow
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Score management 
solution
Time-keeping, score display, add on fouls, points per 
player, time-outs, etc. SCOREPAD manages and 
displays all match information in real time, regardless 
of the display device: scoreboard, video screen, video 
cubes or TV screen (HDMI cable).

   TOUCHSCREEN 
Large capacitive screen with ergonomic and intuitive 
interface to control the match in real time at the touch 
of a finger.

    CUSTOMISABLE 
The display can adapt to the chosen sports, the board 
to which it is connected and to user preferences (team 
customisation: jersey colours, player names and 
numbers, etc.).

    PLUG & PLAY 
From the smallest facility to the most comprehensive 
systems. For all levels: from beginners to top-tier clubs.

 
   DISPLAY ON VARIOUS 

MEDIA 
Display scores on different devices 
(TV screen, LED screen) thanks to HDMI connectivity 
and interfacing with VideoSport. 
Personalise background images and 
import club and sponsor logos.

   Over 30 sports available.

    Regular updates to reflect changes in sport regulations. Easy to 
implement via USB stick.

    Store information such as team and player names, player 
numbers, etc.

    Secured score change can be made in the middle of a match, 
in record time.

PLUS:

SCOREPAD

CONTROL SOLUTIONS

Installation example

BT6008

2424

Video cube

Perimeter LED displays

Scoring cable (Data)
Ethernet cable Scorepad

main keyboard
24-second
keyboard

Video control system with
Videosport software

BT6008

BT6730 12PH15 Video BT6730 12PH15 Video

2424
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Display 
management software
Simultaneous control of 1 to 7 different display 
devices: scoreboards, video screens and video cubes. 
VIDEOSPORT manages the display of scores, game 
information, game video replay and advertisements. 
It offers a variety of easy-to-use features run from the 
computer installed in the control room.

   FIBA CERTIFIED 
 

 
Level  1 and 2. 

    INTUITIVE 
With just a few clicks, create a personalised  score 
display based on the sport and level of play. Ability 
to preview the final result before displaying on one or 
more video screens (7 outputs).

    POWERFUL 
•  Automated media distribution through 

the creation of playlists. Or manually customise 
dynamic content.

•  Introduce the teams, staff and referees before the 
match.

•  Option to link a video or media file to a specific match 
action to be played automatically if there is a penalty, 
goal, 3 points, highlight, etc.

     SOCIAL MEDIA 
Increase fan interaction by displaying social media 
posts using predefined hashtags or accounts. 
A moderator allows you to select messages.

VIDEOSPORT

Installation example

BT6008

2424

Video cube

Perimeter LED displays

Scoring cable (Data)
Ethernet cable Scorepad

main keyboard
24-second
keyboard

Video control system with
Videosport software

BT6008

BT6730 12PH15 Video BT6730 12PH15 Video

2424

    Complies with the regulations of international sport federations.

   Regular updates to reflect changes in sport regulations: 

   Turn-key video control system and configured as required.

PLUS:

INDOOR SPORTS
Badminton, 3x3 Basketball, Basketball, 
Handball, Volleyball, Roller Hockey, etc.

STADIUM SPORTS
Football, Rugby, Field Hockey, Netball, etc.

OTHER SPORTS 
Water Polo, Ice Hockey, Tennis, Combat 
Sports, etc.
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A new source of income for 
sport clubs
A tailor-made board to meet any need and budget, even the tightest.  
These modular solutions are available in multiple sizes, but they all have the same goal: 
to boost advertising revenue and become a source of income in their own right. The ideal 
solution for small clubs.

STAND-ALONE
SCREENS

   ECONOMICAL 
Generate significant income quickly by selling 
advertising space to sponsors.

    CONVENIENT 
With a simple USB stick or Wi-Fi connection, 
the advertisements of each sponsor can be displayed 
and easily changed.

    ROBUST 
Resistant to impacts and extreme temperatures. 
Available in indoor and outdoor versions.

   ATTRACTIVE 
Give clubs a modern, engaging image with optimal 
readability, even in direct sunlight.

    MODULAR 
Mounted on a wall or mobile stand or suspended, they 
adapt to any facility.

For a comprehensive solution that is simple, fast 
and easy to install. Wi-Fi or USB connectivity.

    INDOOR PACKS 
4 or 6 video modules for one screen that is 
2 or 3 metres long.

    OUTDOOR PACKS 
2, 3 or 4 video modules 
High luminosity so they are visible even in full 
sunlight.

VIDEO PACKS:
Installation example

SCREEN ONLY OR
SCREEN WITH SCOREBOARD 
(INDOOR/OUTDOOR) 

Number of modules defined according to need.
Can be used alone, as an addition to an existing scoreboard or delivered directly with a new scoreboard.

PC communicates
with video display

Stand-alone perimeter LED displays



The video player on stand-alone screens allows you to create and customise 
video playlists with just a few clicks. This can be done using a variety of media 
inputs, including videos, images, Microsoft Office documents, RSS feeds and 
more. Control solution included: player and software.

STAND-ALONE VIDEO PLAYER

   EASY 
Create and save playlists in a few clicks.  Save to a USB 
stick or the Cloud, send from a computer via Wi-Fi. When 
the playlist is loaded, it is immediately saved and 
plays automatically.

    PROGRAMMABLE 
Once the playlists have been created and saved, 
you can schedule them to play later.

    ADAPTABLE 
The read times for each item in the 
playlist can be personalised. To display 
the time, temperature or any other message.

Add-on products:

8T120 Alpha BT2045 Alpha
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CONTROL
SOLUTION:

See more products:
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PERIMETER LED
DISPLAYS

PERIMETER LED DISPLAYS 
(INDOOR/OUTDOOR) 

Tailor-made dimensions: from a few modules 
to the entire perimeter of the pitch.

Multiple modules for 
endless possibilities
On the ground, single units or 360° wraps around the stands or around the pitch, indoors or outdoors. 
Use them to highlight one or more partners and more. 
Multiple uses to promote sponsors in any setting. 

   PROFITABLE 
The investment pays for itself through sales of 
advertising space to sponsors.

   RESISTANT 
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use 
and in any weather.  
Proven resistance against ball impact.

   MADE TO MEASURE 
Dimensions and screen resolution to be determined 
according to the needs and characteristics of the 
facility.

    COMPACT 
Replaces the multitude of sponsor banners. More 
compact, more visible and more adverts!

Installation example

12

BT2045

Ethernet cable

Perimeter LED displays

Scorepad
keyboard Video control system

with Videomedia software



CONTROL
SOLUTION:

Software suite specially developed to manage 
multimedia content display (video, images, logos, etc.) 
and to broadcast partner advertisements on the sides of the pitch.

VIDEOMEDIA

   CUSTOMISABLE 
•  Personalised design and display of videos, images, 

text messages and advertisements.
•  Ability to preview before displaying 

on the perimeter displays.
•  Recording feature to save each playlist for later use.

    ANIMATED 
Create special dynamic content and playlists for the 
key moments in each match: pre-game, halftime, 
time-outs, individual fouls, goals, etc. Multiple animated 
sequences you can customise.

   ECONOMICAL 
Maximise the profitability of your advertising revenues 
based on the advertisers’ budget.  
Record the run times of each advertisement on a 
spreadsheet to capture the time of exposure to the 
public.

Add-on products:

Video screen8T120 Alpha BT2045 Alpha

See more products:
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2020 Basketball Open - Nantes

References, 
events, 
partners, etc.
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Which solutions for your 
facility?

VIDEO 
SCREENS

VIDEO
CUBES

INTEGRATED 
VIDEO

SCREENS

STAND-
ALONE 
VIDEO 

SCREENS

PERIMETER 
LED  

DISPLAYS

SCOREPAD

VIDEOSPORT

VIDEOMEDIA

STAND-ALONE VIDEO 
PLAYER

Indoor

Outdoor

Swimming pool/Skating rink

On the ground

Wall mounted

Suspended

Advertisements

Dynamic content

Scoring
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Cube vidéo

Bord de terrain

Câble téléphonique
Câble Ethernet
Alimentation de l’équipement

Pupitre
possession

Pupitre principal
Scorepad

230 V 230 V

Pupitre secondaire
Scorepad

Régie vidéo avec
logiciel Videosport

BT6008BT8006

BT6730 12PH15 VidéoBT8T120 

230 V

Cube vidéo

Bord de terrain

Câble téléphonique
Câble Ethernet
Alimentation de l’équipement

Pupitre
possession

Pupitre principal
Scorepad

230 V 230 V

Pupitre secondaire
Scorepad

Régie vidéo avec
logiciel Videosport

BT6008BT8006

BT6730 12PH15 VidéoBT8T120 

230 V

Bord de terrain
autonome

PC communique
avec l'affichage vidéo



bodet-sport.com
 

1 Rue du Général de Gaulle 
49340 Trémentines, FRANCE

Show your passion for sport
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EXPORT
export@bodet-timesport.com 

Tel.: +33 (0)2 41 71 72 33


